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BECAUSE OF THEM . . . .

the men illustrated in the pages that follow—we enjoy a world wherein ignorance, disease, intolerance, and poverty are swiftly becoming things of the past.

HEROIC PIONEERS—OPEN MINDS . . . these illustrious individuals often sacrificed their very lives in the interest of their ideals and humanitarian aims.

It behooves us to cherish the heritage of enlightenment they bequeathed to humankind.
ONE OF THE GREATEST OF THE ANCIENT INITIATES.
AFTER STUDYING IN EGYPT, THIS GREEK MYSTIC TAUGHT
THE REVOLUTION OF THE EARTH AROUND THE SUN,
THE "MUSIC OF THE SPHERES," A THEORY OF ARCHETYPAL
IDEAS, THE IMPORTANCE OF NUMBER, ETC. ALL HIS
PUPILS WERE REQUIRED TO BE STRICT VEGETARIANS.
China's Wise Men of Antiquity

Confucius

Blended intuition and science, as China's greatest humanist, he applied reason to the recreation of the social order, stressing the Golden Rule and respect for universal human nature. "All within the four seas are brothers."

Confucius admired the reasonable man without excesses, whatever his place. "Learning knows no rank, be not ashamed to ask those beneath you."

Mencius

Was the eternal optimist in his estimate of man. "The tendency of man's nature to good is like the tendency of water to flow downward."

Mencius spoke of warriors as criminals.

Mencius refused to accept pay for his public services, preferring to eat his own bread and speak his own mind.

This democratic political philosopher gave forth a broad code of humanism, of live and let live. "Seek your own pleasure, but do not interfere with the pleasures of others!"
Democritus

was famed throughout Greece for his noble moral idealism—coupled with a belief in the process-ultimacy of atoms and the void. "To do wrong is more unhappy than to suffer wrong," said Democritus.

Homer

cried out for more light, even were it only light to die in. He inherited a Semitic culture of many centuries. His poetic gods were not inhuman monstrosities, but humanlike.

Protagoras

the free-speaking Sophist, founder of European grammar and Philology, said: "Man is the measure of all things."

Diogenes

the Cynic lived in a tub, and carried a lantern with the announced hope to see one honest man.

Anaxagoras & Xenophanes

attacked traditional conceptions of the gods, the former at the price of exile.
"The lively force of his mind has broken down all barriers, and has made its way far beyond the glittering walls of the universe."

"The nature of things," by Lucretius, presents the philosophy and science of Epicurus with compelling art. It tells of atoms concentrating into countless worlds, and traces the evolution of life and man's social institutions.

Lucretius anticipated many modern discoveries in chemistry, physics, optics, anthropology and genetics.

The Crippled Slave

EPICTETUS made freedom and health his inspiring theme: "Externals are not in my power. Will is in my power. Where shall I seek the good and the bad? Within, in the things which are my own... Only the educated are free!... Everything has two handles, the one by which it may be borne, the other by which it may not."

LUCIAN

Satirized philosophic obscurantism with its "Ambiguous Questions, Knotty Disputes, Perplexed Thoughts... Solemn Trifles." Lucian needed no supernatural pantheon. Well-traveled, he took varied patterns of culture with a sense of humor and an open mind.
COPERNICUS
FOUNDER OF MODERN ASTRONOMY SHOwed THE TRUE RELATIONS OF THE EARTH TO THE SUN AND PLANETS.

GILBERT
WAS THE FATHER OF ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC SCIENCE.

Vesalius
PUBLISHED THE FIRST THOROUGH ANATOMY BOOK!

PARÉ
APPLIED THE LIGATURE TO TORN ARTERIES AS A WAR SURGEON, AND REINTRODUCED PODALIC VERSION IN OBSTETRICAL SCIENCE.

FRANCIS BACON
"MEN HAVE ENTERED INTO THE DESIRE OF LEARNING... Seldom sincerely to give a true account of their gift of reason, to the benefit and use of men, But as if they sought... a couch... or a terrace... or a tower... or a fort... or a shop..."
THE SPANISH INQUISITION CLAIMED 341,042 VICTIMS!

TORQUEMADA BURNED 10,000 VICTIMS AT THE STAKE IN 18 YEARS.

JOSEPH McCabe SPENT 12 YEARS IN A MONASTERY, THEN RENOUNCED FORMAL CREED TO DEDICATE HIS LIFE TO RATIONAL LIBERALISM AND CANDID HISTORICAL SYNTHESIS!

DR. CHARLES FRANCIS POTTER HAS Fought VALIANTLY TO FREE THE HUMAN MIND FROM INTOLERANCE. HE IS THE FOUNDER OF THE SCIENTIFIC RELIGION HUMANISM, PREMISED IN FAITH IN MAN. HE HAS WON NATIONAL FAME FOR HIS HIGH SERVICE TO SOCIAL REFORM!
Akhenaten
THE EGYPTIAN PHARAOH WAS A MONOTHEIST, INFLUENCED PERHAPS BY THE LEARNED PRIESTS OF THE COLLEGE OF HELIOPOLIS. BROAD INTERNATIONALISM AND DEMOCRATIC HUMANITARIANISM LIT HIS HEART!

Moses
LED THE JEWS OUT OF SLAVERY INTO FREEDOM, OUT OF ETHICAL CONFUSION INTO THE WISDOM OF THE DECALOGUE.

CHRIST TAUGHT:
"THE KINGDOM OF GOD IS WITHIN YOU."

"TO THAT GREAT AND SERENE MAN I GLADLY PAY THE TRIBUTE OF MY ADMIRATION AND TEARS. "HE WAS A REFORMER IN HIS DAY. HE WAS AN INFIDEL IN HIS TIME: "HE WAS REGARDED AS A BLASPHEMER, AND HIS LIFE WAS DESTROYED BY HYPOCRITES WHO HAVE IN ALL AGES DONE WHAT THEY COULD TO TRAMPLE FREEDOM AND MANHOOD OUT OF THE HUMAN MIND."

Buddha
SAID: "BETTER TO FEED ONE GOOD MAN THAN WORRY ABOUT SPIRITS AND DEMONS." HE MADE IT CLEAR THAT PEACE COMES NOT FROM OUTSIDE GODS BUT INNER AWARENESS. THIS GREAT INITIATE STRESSED NATURAL AND SOCIAL LAW, AND THE EVOLUTIONARY CYCLES OF LIFE.

Ingersoll
PERICLES

Surrounded himself with a scintillant circle of artists and scholars to launch the Athenian Golden Age. He endeavored to lift the people to his own wisdom. "First we have striven to be free," he said, "and next to be happy."

EURIPIDES

In his "Medea" stresses the equality of the sexes. "Trojan women" indict war. The great dramatist depicts slaves as human beings, glorifies freedom.

ARISTOTLE

-Master of those who know—organized the knowledge of his time in the "Organon."

SOCRATES

Taught mankind to honor candid, open-minded critical thought.

PLATO

In his "Lysis" stresses the ultimate fulfillment involved in a beautiful human life. The ideal society of this modern mind would equalize the sexes.

ESCHYLUS said:

"I hold my own mind and think apart from other men." The old myth of the fire-bringer has best expression in his "Prometheus Bound." Prometheus symbolizes the unconquerable mind.
"Fresh Starting Points"

Locke wrote the philosophical Bible of the Deists, his "Essay on the Human Understanding." He deplored the tendency to receive opinions unexamined. "It is plain, in the great... contrariety of opinion... amongst these several parties, that there is much falsehood... in most of them."

Evolution was suggested by Descartes and he stressed the idea of progress through education in his "Project of a Universal Science to Elevate our Nature."

Hobbes, the pioneer political thinker held that the King ruled by a Social Contract rather than by divine right. The people are the real source of power!

Spinoza was a monistic thinker, knowing man as part of universal nature. He said of education: "No man can better display the power of his skill and disposition than in so training men that they come at last to live under the dominion of their own understanding."
Kant enjoyed a thorough scientific education, and wrote many papers on science subjects. He openly rejected superstitions, and did a work on natural religion which the Prussian government suppressed! The starry heavens above and the moral law within filled him with equal awe. Many a neo-Kantian transcendentalist has followed in his steps!

Schopenhauer

"Every particle of spirit we can replace with matter, and every particle of matter replace with spirit... if we divide all things into will and manifestation, it spiritualizes everything."

Hegel knew the universe as the development of thought via a continuous process of thesis, antithesis, synthesis!

Bentham voiced the ethical ideal of universalistic hedonism, the greatest happiness to the greatest number. "The day may come," he said, "when the rest of the animal creation may acquire those rights which never could have been withheld from them but by... tyranny."
**PHILOSOPHY**

William James judged human experience to explain human values, and boldly accepted the challenge of change.

John Dewey presents philosophy not as a consolatory verbal refuge, but in the scientific temper! Man is "still at the mercy of habit, of haphazard, and hence of force." Newer philosophy has a social function. "We are weak today in ideal matters," says Dewey, "because intelligence is divorced from aspiration."


Bertrand Russell has received the Nobel prize for his unorthodox philosophizing. He defines his social aim as "the discovery of a way by which men can live together without making each other miserable."

Henri Bergson finds cosmic implications in the vital spark of the creative intellect. "In man alone is consciousness able to overcome the limitations imposed by matter."
Einstein has revealed the equivalence of mass and energy, the mysteries of the space-time continuum, and in his great unified field theory the identity of all energies.

Haldane predicts the utilization of sun and wind for energy, cold light where no radiation will be lost as heat, synthetic food from the chemical laboratories, art everywhere to increase efficiency, improved transportation, the end of war, the abolition of disease and the prolongation of youth!

Lister proceeded from Pasteur's work to develop an antiseptic technique that revolutionized surgery!

Semmelweiss cut the death-rate to one per cent via simple cleanliness!
THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER, AMORC

Purpose and Work of the Order

The Rosicrucian Order, AMORC, is a philosophical and initiatic tradition. As students progress in their studies, they are initiated into the next level or degree.

Rosicrucians are men and women around the world who study the laws of nature in order to live in harmony with them. Individuals study the Rosicrucian lessons in the privacy of their own homes on subjects such as the nature of the soul, developing intuition, classical Greek philosophy, energy centers in the body, and self-healing techniques.

The Rosicrucian tradition encourages each student to discover the wisdom, compassion, strength, and peace that already reside within each of us.

www.rosicrucian.org